The paper deals with the reduction of the sound field in the shadow region behind barriers by means of an attached body at the edge of the screen. The reflecting attributes of the barrier's headpiece are described by a locally reacting impedance. Theoretical computations give considerable improvement of the level reduction in the shadow zone for not too small angels of diffraction. They are compared with measurement results.
INTRODUCTION
me basic idea in using headpieces for sound barriers consists in the completely different reflection characteristics of rigid and zero-impedance bodies. Whereas the sound field nestles to rigid surfaces and a tangential power flow therefore exists, ideal soft bodies are completely free of field in the contact zone to air: since sound pressure and -moreover -the tangential particle velocity both vanish, neither volume flow nor power transport occur along the surface.
For that reason, sound barriers equipped with zero impedance headpieces (in the ideal case) should reject the incident intensity much more to oblique, "undangerous" directions, away from the shadow zone than bare screens or screens with a similar, but rigid "hat". Fig. 1 shows a comparison of the intensity distribution at a resonator type cylindrical headpiece near resonance (corresponding to the zero impedance case) measured without and with a rigid covering. The sound source was kept unchanged. The results indicate, that the acoustical shadow is considerably "darker" due to the behaviour of the hat. A theoretical study shows that the improvement in the barrier's performance is also expected in large distances; here in the fatield, depending only on the diffraction angle (see fig. 2 ).
INFLUENCE OF FINITE IMPEDANCES
For practical use, the behaviour of finite but non-zero impedance headpieces is one of the most importan[ problems, being that the ideal soft case can only be realized in very small frequency bands. By physical evidence it can be assumed, that the incident field pl [near] the headpiece remains unchanged as in the free field and that the air in contact with the surface behaves like a pure mass. This implies, that the ration of the pressure ps directly acting the surface and pl equals pS/Pi=(l +J@m''/Z1-l
The improvement provided by the headpiece should be higher, the lower the ratio is. Conclusions from that simplified model are:
-for mass or damping impedance Z, the insertion loss decreases slowly with growing absolute value of Z giving a considerable bandwidth of improvement, -for spring like impedance, only small absolute Z still lead to an enhanced acoustical shadow, higher values even give a sound field which is larger than in the case with dropped headpiece.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
For headpiece set-ups consisting of pieces of tubes (quarter wavelength resonators) measurements have been carries out in an unechoic room (6m x 8m x 12m). The resuIts in fig. 3 show the level difference of this resonator type headpiece with and without rigid covering. The values given therefore describe the advantage due to the impedance ONLY; an increase of height is not included, The result demonstrates, that a considerable improvement is in fact practically possible.
Future work has to deal especially the construction of optimized frequency dependence of the impedance for headpieces or for the zone near the edge of barriers themselves. 
